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wisdom,
that drives the
It is radical perversity,
not sage political
intriguing
will to knowledge of postcolonial discourse. Why else do you
think the long shadow of Conrad’s Heart qf Darkness falls on so many
pedagogy?1 Marlow has much in him of the
texts of the postcolonial
anti-foundationalist,
the metropolitan
ironist who believes that the neoof
pragmatic
universe is best preserved by keeping the conversation
humankind
going. And so he does, in that intricate end-game that is
best known to readers of the novel as the ’lie' to the Intended. Although
the African wilderness has followed him into the lofty drawing-room
of Europe, with its spectral, monumental
whiteness, despite the dusk
that menacineg
whispers ’the Horror, the Horror’, Marlow’s
narrative
of a civil discourse where
keeps faith with the gendered conventions
women are blinded because they see too much reality, and novels end
because they cannot bear too much fictionality.
Marlow keeps the conversation going, suppresses the horror, gives history the lie - the white
lie
and waits for the heavens to fall. But, as he says, the heavens do
—
not fall for such a tri■e.
The global link between colony and metropolis,
so central to the
ideology of imperialism,
is articulated
in Kurtz’s emblematic words Ibe unreadability
of these Conradian
'the Horror, the Horrorif
runes
has attracted much‘interpretive“
attention, precisely because their depths
contain no truth that is not pergectly visible on. the ’outside, enveloping
the tale which brought it out only as a glow brings out a haze.’2 Marlow
does’not
multivocal
merely repress the ’truth’ —’however
and multitranslation
that
valent it may be
much
he
of
poetics
enacts
as
a
- as
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(be)sets the boundary between the colony and the metropolis.
the name of a woman
the Intended
toAmask the daemonic ’being’gf
-H
—
in,‘Marlow
the
broodingwgeoggaghy‘giggling;
WW“
turns
disasteg
co
W
can
Between the silent truth of Africa and? .....§.Q■ijei■
woman, Marlow .returns .to his uri■a■ngmightt
lie to the metropolitan
the experience of golpnialism
is the problem of living■inm thg (midst of
‘"’,f:f'\ie.'”.”3
m
'
‘ '
'
‘
theincom“
I:
incomprehensibility
in the midst of the locutions of coloninsight into the ’chaos" that
izationl that» echoes with Toni Morrison’s
af■icts the signification
of psychic and historical narratives in racialized
societies. It
bean contextLgf ’a certain void of misgiving attending every assimilation
of contraries
alien territory and wildemness
that
ecom
. . . an
of
. , .5 Is this. acknowledgement
necessrty for ones, reason or sa vation
postcolonial knowla necessary anxiety in constructing a transformative,
edge of the 'global’
the metropolitan site a salutary warning against
- at
theory? For as the dusk gathers in that drawing-room
of
travelling
Europe, and Marlow attempts to create a narrative that would link the
life of the Intended and Kurtz’s dark heart, caught in a split truth or a
double frame, he can only tell the infamous, intended lie: yes, Kurtz
died with the name of his Intended on his lips. The horror may be
would have been too dark
averted in the decorum of words
— ’It
- too
dark altogether"
but it avenges the structure of the narrative itself.
Marlow’s inward gaze now beholds the everyday reality of the Westthrough the veil of the colonial fantasm; the local story
ern metropolis
of love and its domestic memory can only be told between the lines of
history’s tragic repressions. The white woman, the Intended, becomes
the shadow of the African woman; the street of tall houses takes on the
pro■le of the tribal skulls on staves; the percussive pounding of a heart
darkness’.
echoes the deep beat of drums — ’the heart of a conquering
When this discourse of a daemonic doubling emerges at the very centre
of metropolitan
life, then the familiar things of everyday life and letters
are marked by an irresistible
sense of their genealogical difference, a
'postcolonial’
provenance.
Writing of the notion of the ’self in moral space’, in his recent book
Sources of the Self, Charles Taylor sets temporal limits to the problem of
personhood: ’the supposition
that I could be two temporally
succeeding
selves is either an overdramatized
image, or quite false. It runs against
features of a self as a being who exists in a space of
the structural
concerns.’7 Such 'overdramatized’
images are precisely my concern as I
attempt to negotiate narratives where double-lives are led in the postcoland its dwellings
of the
onial world, with its journeys of migration
diasporic. These subjects of study require the experience of anxiety to
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be incorporated
of the object of critical
into the analytic construction
conditions of cultures and disciattention: narratives of the borderline
plines. For anxiety is the affective address of ’a world [that] reveals
itself as caught up in the space between frames; a doubled frame or
one that is split’,3 as Samuel Weber describes the symbolic structure of
psychic anxiety itself. And the long shadow cast by Heart of Darkness
studies is itself a double symptom
of
on the world of postcolonial
pedagogical anxiety: a necessary caution against generalizing the contingencies and contours of local circumstance, at the very moment at which
knowledge
of the world is most urgently
’migrant’
a transnational,
needed.
would
Any discussion of cultural theory in the context of globalization
be incomplete without a reading of
lamespgg
essaym’Secondary Kelabor■ations’f the conclusion to
collectedvohune
Postm “éfri‘z‘sl■‘br, The Cultural Logic of■Late Capitalism. No other Marxist
thefiihtétaasngaasriagst
“catalysw■a■■ffééém
gimme/“away
f‘fromdts gghtraliza■on
idealized
in the State
disciplinary
towa§d§
thewayward,
categories,
agms
massed
its media imagesxancl teams}!the CiWERh
alleggrized
la_r_visiown”§f"l'■'fsw
has“ led Jameson to suggest that the demographic
and
■hshbnie■m’éic'al
impact sf minorit.ie.s tandcvmigrants within. ■int/■st
character of contemporin conceiving (of,the transnational
may be
sulfate
" “‘ '
ary
Thé"postmodem’,
for Jameson, is a doubly inscribed designation.
capitalism
As the naming of a historical
event — late multinational
—
postmodernity
provides the periodizing
narrative of the global transformations
of capital. But this developmental
schema is radically disrupted
by the postmodern
process of
as an aesthetic-ideological
signifying the 'subject’ of the historical event. Jameson uses the language
of psychoanalysis
(the breakdown
of the signifying
chain in psychosis)
cultural fragmenprovide
genealogy
for
the
subject
of
postmodern
to
a
the in■uential
Althusserian
edict on the 'imaginary‘
tation. Inverting
ideological capture of the subject, Jameson insists that it is the schizoid
or ’split’ subject that articulates, with the greatest intensity, the disjunction of time and being that characterizes the social syntax of the postmodern condition:
[that] suddenly releases this present
the breakdown of temporality
of time from all the activities and intentionalities
that might focus
engulf■ng]
the subject with
it and make it a space of praxis
properly
undescribable
vividness,
materiality
of
perception
a
overwhelming.
This present of the world or material signi■er
. ..
comes before the subject with heightened intensity, bearing a mys214
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which one could just as well imagine
terious charge or affect
...
in the positive terms of euphoria, a high, an intoxicator. (p. 27)
This central passage from an earlier essay, ’The cultural logic of late
capitalism’,10 is exemplary
amongst Marxist readings of poststructur—
alism for transforming
the ’schizophrenic
disjunction’
(p. 29) of cultural
style, into a politically
effective discursive space. The recourse to psychoanalysis has implications
that go beyond Jameson’s suggestive, metaphoric linkages. Psychoanalytic
temporality,
I would argue, invests the
utterance of the ’present’ — its displaced times, its affective intensi■es —
value. Placed in the scenario
of the
with
cultural
and political
neither
the
the
of
historical
’present’
mimetic
sign
unconscious,
is
(the immediacy
of experience), nor is it the visible
contemporaneity
of the historical
of tradition).
Jameson
terminus
past (the teleology
repeatedly attempts to turn rhetorical and temporal disjunction
into a
what it
poetics of praxis. His reading of a poem, ’China’, illustrates
means to establish ’a primacy of the present sentence in time, ruthlessly
disintegrat■ng]
the narrative fabric that attempts to reform around it’
(p. 28). Even a brief fragment of the poem will convey this sense of the
’signi■er of the present’ wresting the movement of history to represent
the struggle

of its making:

We live on the third
tells us what to do.

world

The people who taught

from the sun. Number

’
three. Nobody

us how to count were being very kind.

It’s always time to leave.
If it rains, you either have your umbrella

or you don’t.

What Jameson finds in these ‘sentence(s) in free standing isolation’,
athwart the disarticulate
spaces that utter the present, each time again
and anew, is
the reemergence here across these disjoined
sentences of some
unified
global
[It]
does
meaning.
more
seem to capture
...
something
of the excitement
of the immense, un■nished social
of the New China - unparalleled
experiment
in world history —
the unexpected emergence between the two superpowers of ’number
which has
three’
the signal event, above all, of a collectivity
. . .;
become a new ’subject of history’ and which, after the long subjecagain speaks in its own voice,
tion of feudalism and imperialism,
for itself, as if for the first time. (p. 29)
The Horror! the Horror! Almost a century after Heart of Darkness we
have returned to that act of living in the midst of the 'incomprehensible’,
that Conrad associated with the production
of transcultural
narratives
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in the colonial world. From these disjoined postimperial
sentences, that
bear the anxiety of reference and representation
'undescribable
vivid—
materiality
of
properly
overwhelming’
perception,
there
ness .. . a
—
emerges the need for a global analysis of culture. Jameson perceives a
culture in the perplexed passing of modernity
into
new international
postmodernity,
emphasizing
the transnational
of ’local’
attenuation
space.
I take such spatial peculiarities
as symptoms and expressions of a
original dilemma, one that involves our insernew and historically
subjects into a multidimensional
tion as individual
set of radical
discontinuous
realities, whose frames range from the still surviving
spaces of bourgeois private life all the way to the unimaginable
decentring
of global capital itself
the so-called death of the
...
subject
the fragmented
and schizophrenic
decentring
[of the
...
Self],
the crisis of socialist internationalism,
and the enormous
...
tactical dif■culties of coordinating
local
political actions with
. ..
national or international
such
political
dilemmas are
urgent
ones,
all immediately
functions of the new international
space in question. (p. 413)
My rendition of Jameson, edited with ellipses that create a Conradian
foreboding, reveals the anxiety of enjoining the global and the local; the
dilemma of projecting an international
space on the trace of a decentred,
fragmented subject. Cultural globality is ■gured in the in-between spaces
of double-frames:
its historical originality
marked by a cognitive obscurity; its decentred ’subject’ signi■ed in the nervous temporality
of the
transitional,
the
provisionality
of
the
The
’present’.
turning
emergent
or
of the globe into a theoretical project splits and doubles the analytic
discourse in which it is embedded, as the developmental
narrative of
late capitalism encounters its fragmented postmodern
persona, and the
materialist identity of Marxism is uncannily rearticulated
in the psychic
non-identities
of psychoanalysis.
Jameson is, indeed, a kind of Marlow
in search of the aura of Ernest Mandel, stumbling
upon, not Towson’s
Almanac, but Lefebvre, Baudrillard
and Kevin Lynch. The architecture
of Jameson’s argument
of an imperilled
is like a theme-park
postAlthusserian
phenomenological
Marxism of which he is both the masterbuilder and the most brilliant bricoleun the heroic saviour and the savvy
salvage merchant.
Whether it is the emergence of new historical subjects in China or,
somewhat later, the new international
space in question, the argument
beyond the ken of Jameson’s theoretical description
moves intriguineg
of the sign of the ’present’. The radical discontinuity
that exists between
bourgeois private life and the ’unimaginable’
decentring of global capital
does not ■nd its scheme of representation
in the spatial position or the
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representational visibility
of the free-standing,
disjoined
sentences,
which Jameson insistently draws our attention. WWW
as a newjatemetiaeatg
Meg
roblerrxg■ggsi
M'mgwthe.linterstitialmpmages
and No;
t
ca: magmas.
l
t. It■istiromcallgttthegisintegrative
that $942191?
'
memes!
’
‘4‘
Jhed

t

ithe ,fragm
..

on the part of
*
‘ “wammww

to

-throu.
steam
"ted wigglwa
hrenicdecentnngwottthew
ll{H91■e■■■■■glwsnbiectm■■
Ef■memsima■mmmtagon
vaster‘wandwgggquesmtable—teta■ty

In exploring
this relation to the ’unrepresentable’
as a domain of
social causality and cultural difference, one is led to question the enclos~
ures and exclusions of Jameson’s ’third space’. The space of ’thirdness’
politics opens up an area of ’interfection’
(to use Jamein postmodern
son’s term) where the newness of cultural practices and historical narratives are registered in ’generic discordance’, ’unexpected juxtaposition’,
of reality’, ’postmodern
schizo-fragmentation
’the semiautomization
as
opposed to modem or modernist
(pp. 371-2).
anxieties or hysterias’
Figured in the disjointed
signifier of the present, this supplementary
third space introduces a structure of ambivalence into the very construcThere is, on the one hand, a recogtion of Jameson’s intemationalism.
disjunctive
nition of the interstitial,
spaces and signs crucial for the
phase of
emergence of the new historical subjects of the transnational
late capitalism.
However,
having located the image of the historical
narrative, Jameson disavows
present in the signi■er of a ’disintegrative’
the temporality
of displacement
which is, quite literally, its medium
of communication.
of becoming historical
For Jameson, the possibility
social time.
demands a containment
of this disjunctive
Let me describe what I consider to be the ambivalence that structures
both the invention and the interdiction
of Jameson’s thought, by returnfantasy of late capitalism
that he has located in
ing to the primal
downtown
Los Angeles. The mise-en-scéne of the subject’s relation to an
unrepresentable
social totality
the germ of an entire generation of
—
scholarly essays
be found in the carnivalesque description of that
is
to
postmodern
the Bonaventure Hotel. In a trope that echoes
panopticon,
the disorientation
of language and location that accompanies Marlow's
journey up the Congo, Jameson shoots the rapids in the elevator-gondola
and lands in the milling
confusion of the lobby. Here, in the hotel’s
hyperspace,
lose
entirely. This is the dramatic
you
your bearings
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moment when we are faced» with the incapacity of our minds to 'map
the great global multinational
network and decentred communicational
network' (p. 44). In this encounter with the global dialectic of the unrepresentable, there is an underlying,
prosthetic injunction
'something like
imperative
expand
sensorium
and our
to
to
an
grow new organs,
our
body to some new, yet unimaginable,
perhaps impossible, dimensions'
(p. 39). What might this cyborg be?
In his concluding
Jameson elaborates

meditation
on the subject, 'Secondary elaborations',
this, enhanced perceptual capacity as a

kind of incommensurability-vision
that does not pull the eyes back
into focus but provisionally
entertains the tension of their multiple
coordinates.
It is their spatiai separation that is strongly felt as
. ..
such. Different moments in historical or existential time are here
simply ■led in different places; the attempt to combine them even
locally does not slide up and down a temporal scale
but jumps
...
back and forth across a game board that we conceptualize in terms
of distance. (My emphasis)
(pp. 3?2-3)
Although
the 'sensorium'
of the
[ameson commences by elaborating
decentred, multinational
network
existing
somewhere
beyond
as
our
perceptual,
mappable experience, he can only envisage the representation of global 'difference' by making a renewed appeal to the mimetic
.visual faculty
this time in the name of an 'incommensurability-vision'.
What is manifestly
new about this version of international
space and
its social (in)visibility,
is its temporal measure
'different moments in
historical time
jumps back and forth'. The non-synchronous
tempor. ..
ality of global and national cultures opens up a cultural space
third
- a
differences creates a
space - where the negotiation of incommensurable
tension peculiar to borderline
existences. In 'The new world (b)order',
Guillermo
the performance
artist who lives between
Gomez-Pefia,
Mexico City and New York, plays with our incommensurability-vision
and extends our senses towards the new transnational
world and its
hybrid names:
and bizarre
This new society is characterized by mass migrations
interracial relations. As a result new hybrid and transitional identities are emerging....
Such is the case of the crazy Chica-riricaas,
who are the products
of the Puertorican-mullato
and Chicanomestizo parents.
When a Ckica-riricaa marries a Hassidic Jew
. ..
their child is called Hassidicvaio ioco.
. ..
The bankrupt notion of the.melting
pot has been replaced by a
model that is more germane to the times, that of the menado
chowder. According to this model, most of the ingredients do melt,
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but some stubborn
gratia!"

chunks

are condemned

merely

to ■oat. Vergi-

Such fantastic renamings of the subjects of cultural difference"do
not
derive their discursive
authority
from anterior causes
be it human
nature or historical necessity - which, in a secondary move, articulate
essential and expressive identities
between cultural
differences in the
world. The problem is not of an ontological
contemporary
cast, where
differences are effects of some more totalizing,
transcendent identity to
be found in the past' or the future. Hybrid■mhggg■g■
emphasize the
incommensurable
elements
the stubborn chunks
the basis of
as
cultural
identifications.
What is at issue is the performative
nature
of differential
identities: the regulation and negotiation
of those spaces
that are continually, contingentiy, 'opening out', remaking the boundaries,
exposing the limits of any claim to a singular'or
sign of
autonomous
difference
be it class, gender or race. Such assignations
of social
differences
where difference is neither One nor the Other but, something
eise besides, in-between
■nd their agency in a form of the 'future' where
the past is not originary, where the present is not simply transitory. It
is, if I may stretch a point, an interstitial
future, that emerges in-between
the claims of the-past and the needs of the present."
The present of the world, that appears through the breakdown
of
temporality,
signi■es a historical intermediacy, familiar to the psychoanalytic concept of Ndcntragiichkeit (deferred action): 'a, transferential
function, whereby
the past dissolves in the present, so that the future
becomes (once again) an open question, instead of being speci■ed by the
■xity of the past.?" The iterative 'time' of the future as a becoming ’once
again open', makes available to marginalized
identities' a
or minority
mode of performative
that
[udith
Butler
has
elaborated
forthe
agency
representation
of lesbian sexuality: 'a speci■city
to be established,
but in the very
not outside or beyond that reinscription
or reiteration,
modality and effects of that reinscription.”
[ameson dispels the potential of such a 'third' politics of the futureas-open-question,
or the ‘new world (b)order', by turning social differinto
cultural
'distance', and converting interstitial, con■ictual temences
poralities,
that may be neither developmental
nor linear (not 'up and
down"a temporal scale'), into the topoi of spatial separation. Through
the metaphor
of spatial distance, [ameson steadfastly
maintains
the
'frame', if not the face, of the subject-eentred
perceptual
apparatus"
which, in a counter move, he attempts to displace in thetvirtualreality‘
of cognitive mapping, or the unrepresentability
of the new international
And
the
pivot
of
this
'regulatory,
spatial
dialectic
the eye of the
space.
is
other
than
the
'class-subject'
itself.
If
makes
[ameson
storm none
the teleological dimension of the class category retreat in the face of the
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globality, then the linear, developmental
multiple
axes of transnational
of a spatial typology.
The dialectic
the
shape
dimension
in
returns
of the unrepresentable
(that frames the incommensurable
realities of
international
space) suddenly becomes all too easily visible, too predictably knowable:
The three types of spaces I have in mind are all the result of
leaps in the enlargement
of quantum
discontinuous
expansion
of capital, in the latter’s penetration
of hitherto uncommodified
and totalizing force is presupposed here
areas. A certain unifying
the Hegelian Absolute Spirit, nor the party, nor Stalin, but
not
—
simply capital itself. (p. 410)
The disjoined signi■ers of the present are ■xed in the punctual periodWWW»mggersmmanummmmggg■atmgtgsmall,
■onéfiegarsmmemsw
knit back into the teleological stag? 9f global capital:
FWPWM
thgehgthgeephases” of capital, the innovative
’ '
"
lost
Sartre, that ’totalizing’
Try as he does to suggest, in sympathy■vvith
is not access to totality but ’a playing with the boundary, like a loose
of
tooth’ (p. 363), there is little doubt that for Jameson the boundary
of critical method, is ordered in a
knowledge,
and the prerequisite
binary division of space: there has to be an ’inside’ and an ’outside’ for
relation. Despite Jamesonjs
there to be a socially determinative
nation with the inside-out spaces of the Bonaventure Hotel or: the Frank
Ge‘a’l’fr“Y“House; 'forgh‘irnjthe
structure
of social causality Mreqluireshthe
division
repeatedly in his later
’base and “superstructure.
(usffhis
work, shom Of its dogrngtism, but nonetheless, asyrhe
m‘éf■‘somaolowgic‘a’r‘fstar■ng“
recommendation
simulheuristic
’a
pgint;
theory) in and for itself, but also in
■■■m■■é
outside, its content and its context, its space or■ltervén■on
~~
m ’ lithe mcgmu■iwénsurable and asynchronic landscape of the postmodern
of such simultaneity,
undermines
the possibility
then Jameson further
evolves the concept of base and superstructure
by rearticulating
the
binary division through an analogon:
[Iln the present world system, a media term is always present to
for this or that
function as an analogon or material interpretant
social
model.
Something
thereby
directly
representational
more
baseof
the
which
like
postmodern
looks
version
emerges
a new
formula in which a representation of social relations
superstructure
of this or that interposed
as such now demands the mediation
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communicational
structure
indirectly. (p. 416)

from

which

it

must

be

read

off

Once_ more the historical difference of the present is articulated
in the
wmmp■mta■o■'wm■m“
emergence of a third
sw■iiéilvi■■■ifw■ra■alogom
remrbe
mama;
base—smuaemrs..rruw
ré■uired by the new world system as a way of expressing its interstitial
cultural

temporality
indirect
and interposed
communicational
— an
the base—
structure - is allowed to embellish, but not to interrupt,
formula. What forms of social difference are privileged
superstructure
Who
in the Aujhebung, or the transcendence,
of the ’unrepresentable’?
in the vaster
are the new historical subjects that remain unrepresented
of this transnational
invisibility
totality?
As the West gazes into the broken mirror of its new global uncon’the extraordinary
demographic
displacements of mass migrant
scious
workers and of global tourists
in world
to a degree unparalleled
...
history’ (p. 363) —-Jameson attempts, in a suggestive move, to turn the
of the postmodern
schizophrenic
social imaginary
subject into a crisis
in the collective ontology of the group faced with the sheer ’number'
of demographic
pluralism.
The perceptual (and cognitive) anxiety16 that
accompanies the loss of ’infrastructural’
mapping becomes exacerbated
’knowable
Williams’s
in the postmodern
city, where both Raymond
and Benedict Anderson’s
'imagined community’
have been
community’
altered by mass migration
and settlement. Migrant
communities
are
of a much wider trend towards the minoritization
of
representative
national societies. For Jameson this process is part of a historical irony:
’the transitional
nature of the new global economy has not yet allowed
its classes to form in any stable way, let alone to acquire a genuine
class-consciousness’
(p. 348).
The social objectivity of the group-based politics of new social movegrind
ed, the political groupings of metropolitan
minorities ments famesonwg■argument,
:
is, in
to be found in the sirnulacral superficies of
media ii■fitiitions
that
or in those practices of the culture industry
produce ’li'bidinal investments of a more narrative kind.’ The construction of political solidarities between minorities or special interest groups
would then be considered 'pseudo-dialectical’
unless their alignment is
mediated? through the prior and primal identi■cation
with class identity
(as the inode of equivalence
between oppressions
or exploitations).
Racial hierarchies, wxggl discriminations,
or, for instance, the linkage
of both forms of social differentiation
in the Mitous
practices of
“Wmsgmmay
be legitimate causes for political“
but the Wmaki■atatthesemisalt»siswgqait■elétesians■mgm...
WW“
WWY‘WWW■onwfsthe
of class“,
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Such a reading of Iameson’s class analysis, it may be argued, does
little justice to his innovative
image of the social actor as a ’third term
the non-centred subject that is part of an organic group or collective’
.. .
(p. 345). We have, by now, learnt that this appeal to a ’thirdness’
in
the structure of dialectical thought is both an acknowledgement
of the
disjunctive cultural ’signs’ of these (postmodern)
times, and a symptom
of Iameson’s inability
to move beyond the binary dialectic of inside
and outside, base and superstructure.
conceptionwovfthe
His innovative
political
his
subject, as a decentred spatial“ag“é■”cy"fmi§
conviction that the moment of History’s true recognition —the guarantee
of■it‘s~
in the ability of “the
ofclassw to
Héfc■fjjr■éwthe
mirror of social production
and cultural representation.
He
‘

Class categories are more material, more impure and scandaloust
mixed, in the way in which their determinants
or definitional
of objects and the relations deterfactors involve the production
mined by that, along with the forces of the respective machinery:
we can thus see down through class categories to the rocky bottom
of the stream. (p. 346)

Would it be fanciful for me to suggest that in this image of class as
optical ontology that allows a clear View to the
the glass of history
—an
’bottom of the stream’
there is also a form of narcissism? Class sub—
affective power of 'race, gender, ethnic culture
sumes the interpellative,
and the like
[which] can always be shown to involve phantasms of
...
culture as such, in the anthropological
sense, . . . authorized and legitimized by notions of religion’ (p. 345). In Iameson’s argument, these forms
of social difference are fundamentally
reactive and group oriented, lacking the material objectivity of the class relation. It is only when political
of race or gender are mediated by thg
analytic
movements
these‘comm'unal
identities
categorycof’■ass‘,“that”
transformed
into
are
agencies‘capablyof‘■ntei‘pé‘ll‘ating”[themseIVes]
and dictating the terms
of [■r‘éi■rown■péé‘■lif‘■fiagéwl"(p.“346)":~
‘ *
If the specularity
of class consciousness provides race and gender
with its interpellative
structure, then no form of collective social identity
can be designated without its prior naming as a form of class identity.
Class identity is autoreferential,
other instances of social
surmounting
difference. Its sovereignty is?aiso, irra theoretical sense, an act of surveillance. Class categories that provide a clear view to the stream’s rocky
“swam
are then caught in an autotelic disavowal of their own discursive
and epistemic limits. Such a narcissism can articulate 'other’ subjects of
difference and forms of cultural alterity as either mimetically
secondary
paler
shade
of
the
authenticity
and
of
class
relations,
originality
now
—a
somehow out of place
temporally
anterior or untimely — archaic,
— or
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anthropomorphic,
realities
rather than contemporary
compensatory
social communities.
If I have described the class category as narcissistic, tout court, then I
have not done justice to the complexity
of Jameson’s ambivalence. For
it is, perhaps, a wounded
narcissus that gazes down to the bottom of
the stream. ‘In a situation in which, for a time, genuine (or totalising)
politics is no longer possible’, Jameson concedes, it becomes one’s
responsibility
’to attend to just such symptoms
as¢the_-wanin_g~of the
global dimension, to the ideological resistance to the concept of toEi-t'y"
@M‘Ja■eson's
urgent and admirable vigilance is not in doubt. It is
the value invested in the visible difference of class that does not allow
him to constitute the present moment as the insignia of other interstitial
of cultural
difference. As the autotelic specularity
inscriptions
of the
class category witnesses the historic loss of its own ontological priority,
there emerges the possibility
of a politics of social difference that makes
no autotelic claims — ’capable of interpellating itself"; —-but is genuinely
articulatory
that to be discursiver
represented and
in its understanding
socially representative
e■’ectivepolitical identity or image
to
assume
an
—
the limits and conditions of specularity have to be exceeded and erased
of otherness. To revise the problem of global-space
by the inscription
from the postcolonial
perspec■vemis-‘ft‘di■bve‘
’tl‘i’é‘ltic'a‘tion of”
dW■■iis■cadf;demog■phid■■dliiuhtélhmgmhgrdetline nW■yyamamo
m

3......
II FOREIGN

RELATIONS

What does the narrative construction
of minority
discourses entail for
the everday existence of the Western metropolis? Let us stay with televisand psychic splitting
ual subjects of channel-switching
that Jameson
—
deems late capitalist
and enter the postmodern
and
city
migrants
as
—
Our siren song comes from the Jewish ad—woman Mimi
minorities.
talking over the phone from New York to Saladin Chamcha,
Mamoulian,
erstwhile
London based voice-over
artiste, now a Satanic goatman,
sequestered in an Indian—Pakistani
ghetto in London’s Brickhall Street.
The scenario comes, of course, from The Satanic Verses,” and the voice
is Mimi’s:
I am conversant with postmodernist
critiques of the West, e.g. that
we have here a society capable only of pastiche: a ■attened world.
When I become the voice of a bubble bath, I am entering ■atland
knowingly,
understanding
what I am doing and why.
Don't
...
teach me about exploitation.
Try being jewish, female and ugly
...
sometime. You’ll beg to be black. Excuse my french: brown.
At the Shandaar

Cafe today all the talk is about Chamcha
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phile, famed for his voice-over on the Slimbix ad: ’How’s a calorie to earn
a salary? Thanks to Slimbix, I’m out of work.’ Chamcha, the great projector
of voices, the prestidigitator
of personae, has turned into a Goat and
has crawled back to the ghetto, to his despised migrant compatriots.
In
his mythic being he has become the ’borderline’
■gure of a massive
historical
displacement
postcolonial
that is not only a
migration
—
’transitional’
phenomenon. The question
reality, but also a 'translational’
is, in Iameson’s terms, whether ‘narrative invention
by way of its
...
becomes the ■gure of a larger possible [cultural]
very implausibility
praxis’ (p. 369).
For Chamcha stands, quite literally, in-between two border conditions.
On the one hand lies his landlady
Hind who espouses the cause of
devouring the spiced dishes of Kashmir and the
gastronomic pluralism,
yogurt sauces of Lucknow, turning herself into the wide land mass of
the subcontinent
itself ’because food passes across any boundary
you
care to mention’.18 On Chamcha’s other side sits his landlord Sufyan,
the secular 'colonial’
who understands
metropolitan
the fate of the
migrant in the classical contrast between Lucretius and Ovid. 'Ii‘■lg■d,
by“
£9rthe
existential
guidancelof
postcolonial)
the
migrants,
problemwconsists
in Whether the crossing ‘of
he???
W3“
for..§Wheih.,s§a1.§3<e.Waxr
$81333“
mlmc■a■wéés the Swag?!
theseyltpieaervins
identity Duds!
“3 £1,9in

(Ovid):

M

of migrant experience is no less a transitional phenomThis liminality
than
translational
to it because the
enon
a
one; there is no resolution
enjoined in the ‘survival’
of migrant
two conditions
are ambivalently
life. Living in the interstices of Lucretius and Ovid, caught iii-between
metropolitan
atavism and a postcolonial
even nationalist,
a ’nativist’,
difference,becomesmaproblentthat
assimilation,
the subject of‘cultural
Maltérg■gnjammsdese■hedasihemjso
ution or liminali
,
M I"
f:
q‘on’.‘9This
to
a ‘M
.
/
"
Wintmticemmmsed—
‘
■iththat.Benjaminianntemporalityof"thé'pfé■ntwl■chmakesgrapljc■
wpg■pf
transition,
not merely the continuumélfmm
‘t■hatmdg■nesrmewpresent in.which..the,very—wtiting_o_f\
strange
’his-téiiéal transformatigngESQmasmannilgudm
wc‘ulture
’WTH-‘Be‘tweeiirithe
activity ~of
position, dramatizesihe
minority
culture's
untranslatability;
and in so doing, it moves the question
of \culture's
appmp■a■onwlwbwgyondf the assinula■onisfsldiéan‘i,‘
‘or the ‘
racistrs°nigh■tinhar€oi y’hill
t6Ward§
process of) splitting and hyb■dlti‘that
an encountéf Mm'■iambivalmt
with culture’s difference. The-OMB?“
marks the identification
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in The Satanic Verses, speaks unequivocally
on this point, while of course,
fully equivocal between purity and danger:
Whether
We be multiform,
plural,
the union-byrepresenting
hybridisation
of such opposites as Oopar and Neechay, or whether
We be pure, stark, extreme, will not be resolved here.21
of diasporic identity, ’[tha■‘will not be resolued
..
widely rep-13811134.3.8.1119.is thesMsmi‘anausgfgamhathashgsn
wwatwlre
book.
b■dnggm
The fundamentalist
cha e
m
iiiemmuon
W
’of
has
.
U
memestmmmmom■u■ge■‘
7 ..,
stems,
ound;

prostimtesnanredn■er
the wivesnuhuzmphet.
It is the
0? Egg;
themtiammwemawlis■tswghat the hammn
l .v,
,u,
r
ealistmn‘ovm
‘—browthwelsmoLmnagical
rofsaces
o
sa w, . .w. :3:
—
"m.
cmemeni 515me
tatsg■g■xmtshmsry
€333”an
. ‘uu,.
-.
,.
e
taming.
Mum
1.,vi9lats..,the ,, system 9i remiss
indeterrriinatewrghatmélisdair
Macintrye,
in his essay...on ...,$Tradition
and ■ansla■on',.mdesmm¢m

furs themstitutionsmfimming
ofmthemshavedwstandpo'mt was the
The con■ict of cultures
Satanic Verses has
geopoliticalpola■ties

mM’.”
and
in spatial terms and binary
ists vs. Western literary modernists, the guarrel of the ancient (ascriptive)
obscures the anidety
migrants and modemk/g■irgnic)..metropolitans.
om■r‘résslvasrétw■arderhné
culture
of hybridity■that
articulates its
a■d ‘i‘t‘s'aias
macaw.
‘P‘r‘é■ljeiélaéf swam
Eli;
time of cultural displacement,
t■éhiiitfanslatablei.
.anidwtheasmgé
"
*
To blaspheme is not simply to sully the ineffability
of the sacred
name. ’. . . [B]lasphemy is by no means con■ned to the Islamic chapters’,
Sara Suleri writes in her fine reading of The Satanic Verses. ’[A] postcolemblematized
onial desire for deracination,
by the protagonist
Saladin _
Chamcha, is equally represented as cultural heresy. Acts of historical orcultural severance become those blasphemous moments that proliferate
.’73Blasphemy goes’beyond the severance of tradition
in the narrative
..
of origins with a poeticsbf
and «replaces its claim “teampu■ty
relocation and reinscription.
Rushdie repeatedly“ uses the word ’blasphemy’ in the migrant sections ofthé
to indicate, a theatrical form
of'tfiwe‘of
cross-genre, cross-culturalmidentities.
Blasphemy is not
“Hewrefly“a“■risrl§pr§§§nta“■6n 6f" the sacred byhthe
it is a moment
when the subject-matter
oif■thé content bi a“ cultural tradition
is being
overwhelmed,
Into the asserted
or alienated, in the act of translation.
authenticity
of
tradition,
’secular’
blasphemy
continuity
releases a
or
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temporality
that reveals the contingencies, even the incommensurabilities, involved in the process of social transformation.
description
of blasphemy
My theoretical
act of
as a transgressive
cultural translation,
is borne out by Yunus Samad’s reading of blasphemy in the context of the real event of the fatwah.24 Itrthggyg■um
Rushdie 11888.59 mtémtémhsl■gran
Inthe...
censtituiesihe,
vibf■d■amad.argueshpoetry
oflcenis the .traditionalmedium
casting his revisionary narrative
in the form of the novel —
largel§~ii■khdwr■o
traditional
Islamic literature
Rushdie, violates the
7
■■mcem‘iéinmimhg
Islamsaahnghmgm
In Samad’s
wE‘dS’f’Sa’l'ana‘n Rushdie’s real crime, in the
eyes of the clerics, was that
he touched on early Islamic history in a critical, imaginative
and irreverent fashion but with deep historical insight.’ It could be argued, I think,
that far from simply misinterpreting
the Koran, Rushdie’s sin lies in
opening up a space of discursive contestation that places the authority
of the Koran within a perspective of historical and cultural relativism.
It is not that the ’content’ of the Koran is directly disputed;,rather,
by reyeawlingkother enunciatory
within the
positions and possibilities
framework“ p■fh■Kdranicreading, Rushdie perfo’rmsthe
subversion ofits
through the act of cultural translation
he relocates the
—,
Koran's ‘intentionality’
by repeating and reinscribing
it in the locale of
the novel gimpostwar cultural migrations
and diasporas.
of the
of Mohamed into the melodramatic
The transposition
theatricality of a popular Bombay movie, The Message, results in a hybridized form
the 'theological'25
targeted
to Western immigrant
—
audiences. Blasphemy, here, is the slippage in-between
the intended
figurations
moral fable and its displacement into the dark, symptomatic
of the 'dreamwork’
fantasy. In the racist psychodrama
of cinematic
staged around Chamcha, the Satanic goatrnan, ’blasphemy’
stands for
the phobic projections that fuel great social fears, cross frontiers, evade
the normal controls, andrroarnkuloose about the city turning difference
by rumour,
The social fantasm of racism, driven
into demonism.
becomes politically
credible and strategically negotiable: ’priests became
involved,
adding another unstable element
the linkage between the
—
As the unstable element
term black and the sin blasphemy - to the mix!“
the interstice
enables the linkage black/ blasphemy, so it reveals, once
—
be a smooth transition, a
more, that the ’present’ of uglahonrngy‘pot
con■gurationwo’t” the disjunctive rewriting
consensual cori■h‘uitfb■wthe
of
W31; ’■‘gté■iiszeefié■se;
‘
I
then to blaspheme is to dream. To dream not
y n {g■éesy
of the past or present, nor the continuous present; it is not the nostalgic
dream of tradition,
nor the Utopian dream of modern progress; it is
the dream of translation
as ’survival’
as Derrida translates the ’time’ of
Benjamin’s concept of the after-life of translation,
as sur—vivre, the act
26
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Rushdie translates this into the migrant’s
of living
on borderlines.
dream of survival: an initiatory interstices; an empowering
condition of
hybridity;
that
‘return’
into
reinscription
turns
an emergence
or redescription;
an iteration that is not belated, but ironic and insurgent.
depends, as.
For themgrantisksurvival
it” Quasgisrgt’■i■nwg
‘how newness‘enat‘grusmthwg
agar-lg. The focus is on making the linkages
through the unstable elements of literature
and life
the dangerous
rather than arriving
tryst with the luntranslatable’
at ready-made
names.
The 'newness’ of migrant or minority
discourse has to be discovered
division
in medias res: a newness that is not part of the 'progressivist’
between past and present, or the archaic and the modern; nor is it a
’newness’ that can be contained in the rnimesis of ’original and copy’.
In both these cases, the image of the new is iconic rather than enunciatory; in both instances, temporal difference is represented as epistemological or mimetic distance from an original source. The newness of
cultural translation
is akin to what Walter Benjamin describes as the
'foreignness
of languages'
that problem of representation
native to
—
itself. If Paul de Man focused on the 'metonymy’
of
representation
translation, I want to foreground the ‘foreignness’ of cultural translation.
With the concept of 'foreignness’ Benjamin comes closest to describing
samaistagmgmiwmlhual■ffem.
the W
latio
The argument
with ,the suggestion that though Burt and pain
inténd‘th’e‘saii’ie
object, bread, Jheixndiscursive
«andscultural
modes‘of,
each
~witlgtke‘ach other, strivingqtoexclude.
’btl’twé'f‘v‘l‘li’ém complementarity
of langua e as communication
must be
undéfstoiid ’as“ein‘erging" ■o§wgigw,jgonstang§;taht§ of contestation and flux
aria “■■■é’■i■■cx■m
camwd’i■é'■■■■f’systemsmof
soci
wEii’iiiftfil'‘e‘irien'tai‘ity
” the
“matte "‘suppféfhefi¥"“i§ “the
seedjofthe
’untranslatablé’
-—.L,tl,1jémf§reign
element in the
of the
astigmaan
,culttnal translation.
And it is this seed that turns into
analogy in the Benjamin essay: unlike the
the famous, overworked
original where fruit and skin form a certain unity, in the act of transand
lation the content or subject matter is made disjunct, overwhelmed
alienated by the form of signi■cation, like a royal robe with ample folds.
Unlike Derrida and de Man, I am less interested in the metonymic
fragmentation
of the 'original’.
I am more engaged with the ’foreign’
element that reveals the interstitial;
insists in the textile super■uity of
folds and wrinkles; and becomes the ‘unstable element of linkage’, the
of the in-between, that has to be engaged in
indeterminate
temporality
creating the conditions through which 'newness comes into the world’.
The foreign element 'destroys the original's structures of reference and
sense communication
as we ’17 not simply by negating it but by negoin which successive cultural temporalities
tiating the disjunction
are
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’preserved in the work of history and at the same time cancelled.
The
...
understood
nourishing
fruit of the historically
contains time as a preof cultural
And through
this dialectic
cious but tasteless seed?”
this splitting
of skin and fruit through
the
negation-as-negotiation,
agency of foreignness, the purpose is, as Rudolf Pannwitz says, not 'to
turn Hindi, Greek, English into German [but] instead to turn German
into Hindi, Greek, English’.”
Trmh■or!
stage
.mefamatiaewnewe
It
datum enunciation,
positionality)
rather than language in
is wmqu‘ih
And the sign of translation continually
situ (énoncé, or propositionality).3°
tells, or ’tolls’ the different times and spaces between cultural authority
‘of translation consists in that
and its performative
practices?’1 Regime:
gwthggwa■g‘practice‘
Bf‘a
movement of mm’
of de Man ’puts the
‘3 wandmsefsrrancez
it: é■■iw■■w■■■i■i■a■■■
a
1am of Re■■entmé■le’.32
“ ‘ ' V'
is the discriminatory
sign of a performative,
projective British culture of race and racism
’illegal immigrant,
outlaw king, foul
criminal or race hero’.33 From somewhere between Ovid and Lucretius,
and demographic
pluralisms,
he confounds
or between gastronomic
and supremacist
of national■st)
identities.
This
ascriptions
nativist
leads to the most devastating
migrant movement of social identifications
parody of Maggie Torture’s Britain.
The revenge of the migrant
hybrid
comes in the Club Hot Wax
sequence,”4 named, no doubt, after Sufyan’s translation of Ovid’s waxy
metaphor for the immutability
of the migrant soul. If Gibreel Farishta,
later in the book, transforms
London
with
into a tropical
country
’increased moral definition,
of a national siesta, development
institution
of vivid and expansive patterns of behaviour’,35 then it is the deejay,
Pinkwalla,
who stages the revenge of black history in the
prancing
expressivist cultural practices of toasting, rapping and scratching. In a
scene that blends Madame Tussaud's with Led Zepplin, the sepulchral
wax ■gures of an excised black history emerge to dance amidst the
of a retrieved
migrants of the present in a postcolonial
counter-masque
and reinscribed history. Waxy Maggie Torture is condemned to a meltdown, accompanied
by the Baldwinian
chants of ’the fire this time’.
And suddenly through this ritual of translation,
Saladin Chamcha, the
of a migrant
Satanic goatman, is historicized
again in the movement
history, a metropolitan
world ’becoming minority’.
Cultural translation
desacralizes the transparent assumptions of cultural supremacy, and in that very act, demands a contextual specificity,
within minority positions. If the public image
a historical differentiation
of the Rushdie affair has become mired in the righteous indignation
of
Magus and Mullah, that is because its re-citation within a feminist, anti228
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fundamentalist
public discourse has received little attention. The most
productive
debates, and political initiatives,
period,
in the post-fatwah
have come from women’s groups like Women Against Fundamentalism
and Southall Black Sisters36 in Britain. They have been concerned less
with the politics of textuality and international
terrorism, and more with
demonstrating
that the secular, global issue lies uncannin
at home, in
Britain
the policies of local government
and the race-relations
— in
industry; in the ’racialization
of religion’ in multicultural
Britain; in the
of homogeneity
populations
imposition
’minority’
the name of
in
on
cultural diversity or pluralism.
Feminists have not fetishized the infamous naming of the prostitutes
after Mohamed’s wives: rather they have drawn attention to the politicized violence in the brothel and the bedroom, raising demands for the
establishment
of refuges for minority
women coerced into marriages.
Their response to the Rushdie affair reveals what they describe as ’the
contradictory in■uences of feminist and multi—culturalist
policies adopted
by the local state (mainly in Labour-led councils)’.37 From such ambivaidentifications
of class, gender, generation
lent, antagonistic
and tradition, the British feminist movement
of the 1990s has rede■ned its
agenda. The Irish question, post-fatwah,
has also been reposed as a
postcolonial problem of the ’racialization
of religion’.
The critique of
patriarchal
fundamentalism
of gender and sexual
and its regulation
desire has become a major issue for minority
cultures. Minority
artists
have questioned the heterosexism that regulates traditional,
joint-family
based communities,
making gay and lesbian relations restrictive
and
repressive. Such is the tropic movement of cultural translation, as Rushdie spectacularly
iteration,
renames London, in its Indo-Pakistani
as
'Ellowen Deeowen’.
X
III

COMMUNITY

MATTERS

Can ’libidinal
of a more narrative kind'38 produce a rep—
investments
In other words
resentative discourse of minorities?
— pace Jameson —
how would collective agency be signi■ed in groups that do not have
of■the disggurslewgfwjglassz
tHE'vorga■asf
history
and conceptuality
Ts‘scam■g■mi’famanmm■am■moyd
remind
of
of
Such a
but
subject
question
question
position.’
not a
essence .. .
a
position articulates 'altemative
practices and values that are embedded
-fragmentary,
-hampered, or —occluded work of
in the often-damaged,
and having been ’coerced into a negative, generic subject
minorities?”
transforms it into a positive collective
position, the oppressed individual
one’.‘° These fragmented, partially occluded values of minority discourse
and discontinuous
with Marxism,
according to
are both continuous
Cornel West. He proposes a genealogical
materialism
as a way of
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racial logic’." It represents a logic of living
contesting a ’psycho-sexual
that cuts across the everyday life of different ideological forms
— race,
religion, patriarchy, homophobia;
it reveals, and contests, the mechanisms by which self-images and self-identities
are formed in the realm
of cultural styles, aesthetic ideals, psychosexual sensibilities. Both these
positions stage the symbolic
accounts of the racial, gendered minority
form
of self-identi■cation
represented
through
fragmentation
and
occlusion of the sovereignty
of the self. Affiliatlve
solidarity
is formed
through the ambivalent
of the realm of the aesthetic, the
articulations
fantasmatic, the economic and the body political: a temporality
of social
and contradiction
that is iterative and interstitial;
construction
an insurthat is interdisciplinary;
gent ’intersubjectivity’
an everyday that interrothe
synchronous
of
contemporaneity
modernity.
gates
It is too easy to see the discourses of the minority
as symptoms of
the postmodern
condition.
Jameson’s claim, that in the absence of a
’the very lively social struggles of the
genuine class consciousness,
current period are largely dispersed and anarchic’ (p. 349), does not
sufficiently
displacement
that minority
disregister the antagonistic
with,
initiate,
the
dialectics
of
class
courses
across, or at cross-purposes
identities.
sociological
holism and philosophical
To seek a ’healthy’
realism (p. 323), as Jameson derives from Georg Lukacs, would hardly
be appropriate
to those passionate and partial conditions of communal
emergence which are an integral part of the temporal and historic conditions of postcolonial
critique.
’It is not so much the state-civil
but rather the
society opposition
capital—commrmity
that seems to be the great unsurpassed
opposition
contradiction
in Western social philosophy.’42 From this perspective,
Partha Chatterjee, the Indian subaltern scholar, returns to Hegel
crucial
to both Lukacs and Jameson — to claim that the idea of community
articulates a cultural temporality
of contingency
and indeterminacy
at
the heart of the discourse of civil society. This 'minority’
reading is built
that haunts
on the occluded, partial presence of the idea of community
or doubles the concept of civil society, leading ’a subterranean, potentially subversive life within
it because it refuses to go away'.“
As a
enables a division between the private and the
category, community
public, the civil and the familial;
but as a performative
discourse it
of drawing an objective line between the two.
enacts the impossibility
The agency of the community-concept
’seeps through the interstices of
the objectively
contractually
regulated
constructed,
structure of civil
society’,“4 class-relations
and national identities.
Community
disturbs
themgrandwglmgbalgjngwnarrative
of capital, displaées■■iewe‘m’pwhawsi’s;
on
production
in ’class’ collectivity,“ahd"‘dismpts"thé'homogeneitfjit■the
cdmff■inity
‘i‘ma■ed'commur■ty
of the nation. Thé‘■éti‘étiiféof
substantimaligesmcwuwl■aflwwdiffe■cehand constitutes a ’splitLand-double’
form
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of group identification
which Chatterjee illust‘rates‘through
a specifically
’a■ti-‘colonialist’fcon‘t‘fai‘iiction
“of the public sphere. 'The colonizedrefuse
in the civil society of subjects; consequently they
to accept‘membership
of the material and
create a cultural domain 'marked by the distinctions
the spiritual, the outer and the inner"."5
I am less concerned with the conceptual aporia of the community—
capital contradiction,
than with the genealogy of the idea of comitself
discourse; as the making,
’minority’
munity
as
a
or becoming
’minor’, of the idea of Society, in the practice of the politics of culture.
of modernity:
community
is the antagonist supplement
in the metro—
polita—nw'a‘c’e’it'is
the territory
threatening
of the minority,
the claims
of civilig;
world it
rder■ of
in the transnational
WWW
divisions of social space
the translational
neglect the profound
temporal disjunction
time and
—
collective
through
which
their
communities
negotiate
minority
space —
identifications.
is
For what is at issue in the discourse of minorities
(not simply multiple)
the creation of agency through incommensurable
community?
How does
positions. Is there a poetics of the 'interstitial’
it name itself, author its agency?
postcolonial
Nowhere in contemporary
poetry have I found the conevoked than in Derek
cept of the right to signify more profoundly
Walcott’s poem on W
Ordinary language develops
of a space through the power of naming.“
an auratic authority, an imperial persona; but in a speci■cally postcolthe focus shifts from the nominalism
onial performance
of reinscription,
of imperialism
to the emergence of another sign of agency and identity.
It signifies the destiny of culture as a site, not simply of subversion
and transgression, but one that prefigures a kind of solidarity between
ethnicities that meet in the tryst of colonial history.
My race began as the sea began,
with no nouns, and with no horizon,
with pebbles under my tongue,
with a different fix on the stars.

Have we melted into the mirror
leaving our souls behind?
from Benares,
The goldsmith
the stonecutter from Canton,
the bronzesmith
from Benin.
A sea-eagle screams from the rock,
and my race began like the osprey
with that cry,
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that terrible
that I!
[.

.

vowel,

.1 this stick

to trace our names on the sand
which the sea erased again, to our indifference.
II
And when they named these bays
bays,
was it nostalgia or irony?
-. ... . . . ..
Where were the courts of Castille?
Versailles’ colonnades
supplanted by cabbage palms
with Corinthian
crests,
belittling
diminutives,
then, little Versailles,
meant plans for a pigsty,
names for the sour apples
and green grapes
7 of their exile.
[. .] Being men they could not live
.
except they ■rst presumed
the right of everything
to be a noun.
The African acquiesced,
repeated and changed them.
Listen, my children, say:
moubain: the hogplum,
cerise: the wild cherry,
baie-la: the bay,
with the fresh green voices
they were once themselves
in the way the wind bends
our natural in■ections.
These palms are greater than Versailles,
for no man made them,
their fallen columns greater than Castille,
no man unmade them
except the worm who has no helmet,
but was always the emperor,
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There are two myths of history in this poem, each of them related to
opposing versions of the place of identity
in the process of cultural
knowledge.
There is the pedagogical process of imperialist
naming:
Being men, they could not live
except they first presumed
the right of everything
to be a noun.
Opposed to this is the African acquiescence which,
lesson of the masters, changes their in■ections:
moubain: the hogplum
cerise: the wild cherry
baie-la: the bay
with the fresh green voices
they were once themselves

in repeating

the

...
Walcott’s purpose is not to oppose the pedagogy of the imperialist
of the native voice. He proposes
noun to the in■ec■onal appropriation
to go beyond such binaries of power in order to reorganize our sense
of cultural politics.
of the process of identi■cation
in the negotiations
He stages the slaVes’ right to signify, not simply by denying the imperialhin to be a noun’ but by questioning the masaliist the ’ri ht of eve
subjectivity p_roduce in
eing
nist, authoritative
pmess:
e cg mg
men they could not hve/ except they ■rst presumed/ the right of everything to
be a noun. What is ’man’ as an effect of, as subjected to, the sign
the
—
problem
of
colonizing
discourse?
this
end,
Walcott
the
To
poses
noun — a
of ‘beginning’
outside the question of ’origins’, beyond that perspectival
■eld of vision
the mind halved by the horizon
that constitutes human
—
—
consciousness in the mirror of nature, as Richard Rorty has famously
described it.‘7
Walcott’s history begins elsewhere. He leads us to that moment of
undecidability
that constitutes
the ambivalence
or unconditionality
critical
judgements,
seeks
justification
of modernity
it
its
executes
as
or
for its social facts.48 Against the possessive, coercive 'right' of the Westspeech; a
mode of postcolonial
ern noun, Walcott places a different
historical time envisaged in the discourse of the enslaved or the indentured. The undecidability
from which Walcott builds his narrative opens
his
the
historical
'present’ which Walter Benjamin describes
to
poem
up
which
but in which time stands still
’present
is
not
as a
a transition,
and has come to a stop’.” For this notion de■nes the present in which history
is being written. From this discursive space of struggle, the violence of
the letter, the terror of the timeless, is negotiated
the agency of the
goldsmith
from Benares, the Benin bronzesmith,
the Cantonese stonecutter. It is a collective agency that is, at once, pronomial and postnominalist:
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and my race began like the osp_rgy
with that g
that terrible vowel
{11377—4
Where does the postcolonial
subject lie?
With that terrible vowel, that I, Walcott opens up the disjunctive present
of Writing
of its lustory. The I as vowel, asTh'e arbitrariness ot the Slgxmier, IS the Sign of the interstitial
difference through
WW9
«Wagingme
'c
of
history,
the
shifting
sands,
tracing
its
constituting
agency
name on
a
‘
'
‘
'
'
‘
- H' du, Chinese, African.
With this disjunctive,
double ’1' 'Walcott writes a history of cultural
différence that envisages the production
of difference as the
litical
and social
tron 0
e
re nt. Cultural differences must
indeterminbe} understood
as they constitute identities — contingently,
ately
in-between the repetition
of the vowel I
that can always be
—
—
reinscribed and relocated
and the restitution of the subject I. Read like
—
of
this, in-between the I-as-symbol
and the I-as-sign, the articulations
difference
history, gender
singular or binary. Claims
race,
are
never
—
—
in a preliminary,
passing
to identity
are nominative
or normative,
they
when
they
productive
never
are
moment;
or
are culturally
nouns
historically
Like the vowel itself, forms of social identity
progressive.
must be capable of turning up in-and-as an-other’s difference and tuming the right to signify into an act of cultural translation.
Pomme arac
otaheite apple,
pomme cythére,
pomme granate,
moubain,
z’ananas
the pineapple’s
Aztec helmet,
pomme,
I have forgotten
what pomme for
Irish potato,
cerise,
the cherry,
z’aman
sea-almonds
by the crisp
sea—bursts,
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au bord de la ouvriere.
Come back to me,
my language.
Come back,
cacao,
s■s■,
solitaire,

.5”
..
.
Richgdjomgestsjhatgsg■d■■■uh■ig
he 99¥W9EQEEEBL
little pieces, rather than fomL■g■uai■ng..itllmgfqrmgf■n■ur.Wmmmwiamaqare
In the spirit of
such'solidarity,
Walcott’s call to language serves a symbolic function.
As the poem shuttles between the small acts of nature’s naming and
the larger performance
of a communal tongue, its rhythm registers the
'foreignness’ of cultural memory. In forgetting the proper name, in each
temporality
of
return of language — its 'coming back' — the disjunctive
translation reveals the intimate differences that lie between genealogies
and geographies. It is an interstitial time and space that I have variously
described, through this chapter, as living 'in the midst of the incomprehensible’, or dwelling with Sufyan at the Shandaar Cafe, on the borderin—between Ooopar (above) and
lines between Ovid and Lucretius,
Neechay (below). History’s intermediacy poses the future, once again, as
that enables one
an open question. It provides an agency of initiation
to possess again and anew — as in the movement of Walcott’s poem .—
the terrain of other histories, the hybridity
of
the signs of survival,
cultures. The act of cultural
translation
works through 'the continua
of transformation’
to yield a sense of culture’s belonging;
generations going,
generations gone,
moi c’est gens Ste. Lucie
C’est la moi sorti:
is there that I born.52
And from the little pieces of the poem, its going and coming, there rises
and
the great history of the languages and landscapes of migration
diaspora.
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